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Email Archiving

GFI Mailarchiver the email management and archive solution
Emails have now become a dominant method of business communication, but the way they are
managed is often overlooked by organisations. Their growing volume imposes a strain on mail
server storage – but messages must nevertheless be kept, just like any other Company Record.
Therefore a system is needed which will store, manage and allow access to emails over their
lifecycle – and eventually allow for their destruction.
Leaving messages in the mail server system is generally not an option, because of the difficulty
and cost of maintaining large volumes of data in that environment. Nor is it an option to leave
users to ensure retention of required messages: they could delete (accidentally or deliberately) the
messages that might be required subsequently for audit or legal reasons.
Reduce email storage requirements
GFI MailArchiver compresses and decompresses attachments on the fly, which results in
considerable savings in terms of storage when compared to storing attachments in the Exchange
stores. In addition, storing email in SQL Server is up to 80% more space efficient than storing in
PST files. Furthermore, there are more compression and backup features and tools available for
SQL Server than for Exchange. An added advantage is that GFI MailArchiver archives only one
copy of attachments sent to multiple recipients.
Access emails from any location through a browser
GFI MailArchiver allows users to access their emails from anywhere in the world by using a
browser. Emails that had been deleted may also be seen (and restored).
Why choose GFI MailArchiver?
>

Provide end-users with a single location in which to search all their past email

>

Increase Exchange performance and reduce administration

>

End PST hell

>

Significantly reduce storage requirements for email
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